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TRANSITIONS AND TRANSITIONAL 
PHRASES 

 
Transitions are words and phrases that help readers move from one idea to another in the 
same sentence, from one sentence to another in the same paragraph, or from one paragraph 
to another in the same paper. If writers unintentionally omit transitions between ideas, choose 
the wrong transitions between ideas, or overuse transitions within a paragraph or paragraphs, 
the readability of the text may be impeded and reader comprehension of how all ideas 
connect may be lost.  
 
To help readers comprehend and connect two or more ideas within a single sentence or 
between two or more consecutive sentences within the same paragraph or paper, writers 
should follow these three important principles concerning transitions and transitional phrases:  
 

• Choose the Transition that Best Matches the Rhetorical Strategy.  
When two or more ideas need to be connected within a single sentence or between two or 
more consecutive sentences within the same paragraph, choose the transition that best 
matches the rhetorical strategy. Within a single sentence or between two consecutive 
sentences that need to present a cause and effect, for example, a writer will need specific 
transitions (a) to introduce the cause and then (b) to imply its effect.  (Note: See the list of 
transitional words and phrases that have been grouped within different rhetorical 
strategies is provided below.) 
 
A single paragraph could utilize several rhetorical strategies to accomplish its purpose. For 
instance, if the purpose of a paragraph is to present two ideas or subjects for comparison 
and contrast, then several transitions need to be carefully selected for readers to clearly 
understand this intention. Therefore, a series of transitions would be selected (a) to 
introduce the first idea (e.g., To illustrate), (b) to introduce the second idea for comparison 
(e.g., Similarly), (c) to choose a transition or transitions to contrast the two ideas (e.g., 
While, However, On the other hand, Yet), and finally (d) to choose a transition to concede 
a point about (e.g., Granted) or to conclude something about the two ideas (e.g., 
Consequently).  
 
• Avoid the Overuse of Transitions.  
Too many transitions will interfere with the flow and readability of a text, overwhelming 
readers with repetitious interjections (e.g., a paragraph with several sentences beginning 
with Moreover, However, For instance, Thus, and Therefore,).  Reserve the use of 
transitions when readers will need help moving from one idea to another in the same 
sentence. Moreover, vary sentence structures and the placement of transitions. For 
example, instead of beginning a sentence with “therefore,” a writer may vary the sentence 
structure and placement of the transition this way:   
 

The policy was implemented; therefore, many employees were expected to comply. 
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• Provide Transitions between Paragraphs.  
Follow the MEAL Plan for paragraphs by using the last sentence of a paragraph to 
transition and connect the current paragraph’s main idea to the next paragraph’s main 
idea. For example, a transitional sentence between two paragraphs about the current 
economy might conclude in this way:  
 

The rise in foreclosures is certainly a negative component of the current economy; 
however, many may be surprised to learn that this same economy does provide some 
significant investment opportunities.  

 
This transitional sentence concludes the current paragraph’s main idea (the rise in 
foreclosures is a negative component of the current economy), but it also provides readers 
with a preview of the next paragraph’s main idea (investment opportunities are a positive 
component of the current economy) and how it will contrast, signaled by the word 
“however,” with the current paragraph’s main idea. 

 
Transitions And Transitional for Different Rhetorical Strategies 
To help writers make the right choice when choosing transitions to connect two or more ideas 
within a single sentence or between two or more consecutive sentences within the same 
paragraph or paper, the list below provides various transitional words and phrases that have 
been grouped within different rhetorical strategies. This is not an exhaustive list of transitions.  
 
To Introduce an Example 

For example To illustrate In particular 
For instance Specifically In general 
As an illustration As a case in point As such 

 
To Qualify or Add Another Point 

Actually Furthermore Also Besides Moreover  
Further Again Indeed  Lastly  Finally  
Additionally Incidentally In fact  Equally important What's more 

 
To Emphasize or Clarify 

Above all Undoubtedly Obviously Indeed 
Especially Surely That is to say Put another way 
That is Most importantly Under certain 

circumstances  
As a matter of fact 

In fact In other words Up to a point In this/any case 
 
To Indicate a Cause and Effect  

Therefore As a consequence For this reason Accordingly 
As result Thus Consequently  
Hence Indeed Subsequently  
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To Concede a Point 

Granted Certainly No doubt 
Of course Surely Naturally 

 
To Qualify a Point 

Perhaps Probably For the most part 
 
To Illustrate a Move in Time 

Briefly Currently Until At the same time Subsequently At present 
After Once Whenever Meantime At last  
Before Since While To begin with Previously  

  
To Add an Idea 

Furthermore In addition Also  Moreover 
First, second, third, etc. Additionally Since Besides 

 
To Compare 

Similarly Since Also Not only…but also 
In the same manner Both Like In the same way 

 
To Contrast 

However On the other hand Though Conversely Notwithstanding
Nevertheless At the same time  Unlike Meanwhile On the contrary 
Yet Although/Although 

this is true 
In contrast Nonetheless While this is 

true 
 
To Emphasize Results 

Next Now Finally 
Then To Begin Before 

 
To Imply an Effect or Result   

Because of this Therefore Thus 
For this reason Consequently As a result 

 
To Summarize  

Overall As mentioned Finally To sum up 
All in all In other words On the whole In summation 

 
To Conclude 

Accordingly As a result Consequently Finally Therefore In conclusion 
In short In summary On the whole Hence Thus To conclude 

 
 


